STRONGER TOGETHER WITH BDO INDIA
- Vaccination Drive The COVID-19 situation took an upward swing in April this
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In addition to the upsurge in caseloads, securing a vaccine

Overwhelmed and thankful for this initiative, especially
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Sharing below a few lines from the many smiles that we were able to bring to the faces of our people:

Grateful to BDO in India for the
wonderful and effortless experience at
the vaccination drive at our Mumbai
office today. #BDOProud
#PeopleHelpingPeople #StrongerTogether

JIGER SAIYA

We are glad to initiate covid vaccination
drive at our Pune office as well.Thanks
to the entire leadership team. Here is a
peek into the Vaccination drive at
Cerebrum IT park campus which was
hassle free.
A glimpse of our Covid Vaccination Drive
and overwhelming support to this activity
#Weputpeoplefirst #BDOIndia #pune
#bdoproud #bdo

MONIKA KONDE

Thanks a ton BDO in India for
such a seamless vaccination process. Got
my 1st dose of Covishield.

DHIRAJ GADIYANI

Thank you BDO in India for
stepping forward and giving us the
opportunity to be vaccinated. Thanks to
Louis Dias and the team for their superb
organisational skills. Special Thanks to
Milind S Kothari

MANISH AGARWAL

Got myself vaccinated.
Thanks BDO in India for the wonderful
and effortless vaccination drive.
Amazing management by Admin team.
#bdoproud

SIDDHI VYAS

Thank you BDO in India for the
amazing initiative and phenomenonal
execution of covid vaccination drive for
employees, interns & their families.
Grateful!🙏 #bdo #gratitude #respect

CHARANSAI MUDDU

Wonderful initiative by #bdo in
India. #fightagainstcovid19

JASPAL PARMAR

Thank you to BDO in India for
making the COVID-19 vaccination drive so
effortless and safe!!
My mum and me were both vaccinated in
our lovely Mumbai office with utmost
care!! Proud to be part of such a
wonderful organization!
Special thanks to the team that put in all
the hard work to arrange it all

ELAINE MENDONCA

With every vaccine shot, we
step closer to a safer future. In times of
pandemic, a family is always the first to
step up and take responsibility for wellbeing of its members. I thank #BDO India
to have taken the initiative for Covishield vaccination drive for all employees
and their family members. I really
appreciate the initiative and the manner
in which the same was conducted.
#strongertogether

BHARGAV THANKI

PEOPLE
HELPING
PEOPLE
#StrongerTogether

As an organisation, we are humbled, that we were able to
synthesize energies and resources to ensure that our people
and theirs, take a step toward a safer and healthier future.
Circumstances like the one we are currently living in
challenge us to exemplify the true purpose of our WHY; to
rise above the arduous situation and extend our help to
build a better tomorrow. As an organisation we are here to
lead and deliver an exceptional experience; and it makes
us proud to have been able to do that for our own.
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